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Change based Requirements Mangement and Cross Domain
Tracebility with agosense.fidelia
Change Based Requirements Management
Requirements Management has long ceased to be an
independent discipline in the product development process.
Requirements are reused and changed whereas changes
have to be planned and made reproducible. This is exactly
where our requirements management platform agosense.
fidelia comes in. When editing request documents, every
change is automatically recorded meticulous and can be
assigned to a task or a change request. This makes planned
changes reproducible at any time. In addition, the effects
and necessary changes to other dependent artifacts can be
detected even before the documents are edited.

Cross Domain Traceability
Creating, managing and displaying traces and dependencies
is an important task of agosense.fidelia - and it is therefore
the data warehouse or central information platform for all
relevant development data. The platform makes it easy to
create and maintain relationships between all artifacts via
drag & drop. The linked information, such as Requirements,
Test Cases, UML Models, etc. are visible to all people involved
in a single interface at a glance. Data can be sourced from
virtually any popular ALM tool, allowing agosense.fidelia to
create and display traceability information across all domains
throughout the development process.

„agosense.fidelia is not only characterized by extremely low license costs, but also guarantees the lowest costs for
maintenance and operation due to its modern server and database architecture.“
Ease of Use
A primary goal in the design of agosense.fidelia is the
consideration of users in their daily work. The operation of
agosense.fidelia is intuitive and based on common office
products.

Seamless Integration into your Tool Environment
Integration into the existing tool environment is an important
aspect of today‘s requirements management. agosense.
fidelia has all the possibilities to seamlessly integrate into
your tool chain and to exchange requirement documents
with your business partners.
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Better Overview & Identification of Impacts
The unique options such as Split Screen or Trace Columns
allow a clear working environment. The impact analysis
helps to understand dependencies and thus to identify in
advance the risks and effects of changes.

Best Performance & high Availability
Fast response times for large amounts of data greatly
improve usability and user acceptance. Modern architecture
makes agosense.fidelia the most efficient and performant
solution on the market.

Coordinate Team work & improve Quality
Collaboration on documents, the automatic recording of all
changes and integrated approval processes simplify work in
teams and permanently improve product quality through
optimal traceability of all processes.

Comply with regulatory Requirements
The unique capabilities for creation and visualization of
traces provide the best prerequisites for meeting regulated
industry requirements. Solution templates for example for
ISO 26262 help with a quick implementation.

These outstanding features support your professional Requirements Management:
Integrated Change Management
Each editing step is automatically recorded down to the
smallest detail and can be reproduced at any time.
Impact Warnings
Artifact changes automatically generate a warning to linked
artifacts, including traceability to the origin.
Trace Columns
As an extension to the usual traceability matrices, we have
developed the Trace Columns. All trace informations are
visible and filterable directly in the document view.
Reviews & Releases
Based on the recorded changes, agosense.fidelia supports
the execution of dedicated reviews and approval processes
for new or changed requirements.

Real-Time Collaboration
Documents can be edited simultaneously by multiple users
- including conflict protection. Changes are immediately
visible to everybody for a perfect cooperation.
Split Screen
In the Split Screen documents and artifacts are displayed
side by side and can be linked via drag & drop.
Intuitive Editing & Navigation
agosense.fidelia combines the structured capturing of
requirements with the ease of use of familiar Microsoft
Office products.
Baselines, Branching & Merging
For parallel development, baselines and branches or variants
of requirement documents can be generated and then
merged back with just a few mouse clicks.

Document and Solution Templates
Document templates and complete solution templates can
be provided centrally to specify attributes, workflow and
dependency rules, or even document design.

Versioned Traces
Links and traces are versioned and stored auditable within
the baselines.

Document Generation, Export and Import Functions
agosense.fidelia supports import and export for a variety
of file formats, such as: HTML, PDF, MS Office, OpenOffice,
ReqIF, etc.

Extensibility Through Plug-in Architecture
agosense.fidelia includes an extensive plugin architecture
for specific functions and processes that go beyond the
standard scope.

And much more ...
Configuration Management - dashboards, reports, metrics - extensive filter and search options - user-specific views - drag &
drop for file attachments, images, etc.
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